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PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION III:
THE REAL WORLD ANALYSIS

In this third and final part of the “Portfolio Construction”-series, the findings of our previous articles are applied to a larger and more realistic set
of assets. The optimization methods proposed in the previous article are
compared to two established automated portfolio optimization methods;
Markovitz’s Mean-Variance optimization and the Hierarchical Risk Parity
method. In addition, a clustering method is proposed in order to solve the
numerical issues associated with optimization of a large sample of assets.

OUT-OF-SAMPLE PERFORMANCE
We expand the basic three-asset universe considered in the previous articles to historical returns of 170 funds, representing a rich variety of sectors,
regions and asset types. The data covers period of 1999 - 2019.
The out-of-sample evaluations are performed in the same way as in the
previous article; the Static out-of-sample model is calibrated to the entire
data set, while the Predictive out-of-sample model is calibrated to the first
half- and evaluated on second half of the data set. In order to fully utilise
the information, we switched the time periods of an additional Predictive
out-of-sample evaluation; the model is calibrated to the second half- and
evaluated on first half of the data set.
Besides the model based out-of-sample performance, test’s actual real-world
out-of-sample performance will also be measured. By creating an optimal
portfolio on one part- and evaluating it on the other part of the data set, the
actual out-of-sample performance can be measured. Due to the model restriction, utility can no longer be used to measure performance. Therefore,
a number of well known performance measures, Sharpe-ratio for instance,
will be calculated and presented.

CLUSTERING
Optimizing over a large set of asset weights creates computational difficulties; the large dimensionality of the optimization problem may make
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it very time consuming, and the risk of getting stuck in a local optimum
is high. A possible solution to this problem is the reduction of the data
dimensionality.
Consider the asset universe of 170 funds. While some funds differ greatly in
their performance and characteristics, others are essentially identical. We
sort the assets that are similar to each other by applying a clustering algorithm. This leaves us with m << 170 groups of assets. By assigning equal
weights to the constituents of each cluster, the resulting return series is
said to represent the behaviour of the cluster. By optimizing these cluster representations we are left with an optimization problem of dimension
m << 170.
Depending on the specific clustering algorithm, the number of groups and
constituents of each group can differ greatly. Our research suggests that a
clustering algorithm with a distance measure that takes both the marginal
and joint behaviour of the assets into account produces reasonable clusters. The specific choice of joint distance measure did not appear to significantly affect the result; Spearman’s rho, Kendall’s tau and regular Pearson
correlation generated similar clusters. The linkage-method and stopping
criteria of the algorithm, on the other hand, were found to have a large
impact on the results. The choice of clustering method used in this article
is described in detail in Kidbrooke Advisory (2019a). For a comprehensive description of proposed distance methods used for clustering financial
time series, see e.g. Marti et al. (2016).

OPTIMIZATION METHODS
In addition to the Average Bayesian- and the Max-Min Bayesian optimization presented in the previous article, Hierarchical Risk Parity(HRP)- and
Markowitz’s Mean-Variance(MV) optimization are evaluated for comparison in this article. The Hierarchical Risk Parity method has clustering
integrated in its optimization algorithm. The remaining methods are performed after the assets were clustered.

MEAN-VARIANCE
In order to fit into our utility-maximizing framework, the Mean-Variance
approach used in this study has been slightly adjusted with regard to the
traditional method from the Markowitz (1952) “Modern portfolio theory”.
In our version of Mean-Variance, all asset clusters with a volatility below a
certain threshold are assigned equal weights and said to represent risk free
assets. The market portfolio will then consist of the remaining asset clus-
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ters, and the optimal market portfolio weights are obtained by maximizing the Sharpe ratio between these clusters. Finally, the optimal portfolio
weights are found by maximizing the utility between the risk free asset and
market portfolio over a simulated data set.

HIERARCHICAL RISK PARITY
The Hierarchical Risk Parity (HRP) approach combines clustering with inverse volatility optimization, which given a diagonal covariance matrix
creates the minimum variance portfolio. The method orders the portfolio assets according to the distance between them, using the information
contained in the covariance matrix. By placing assets with the smallest
distance close to each other, the covariance matrix becomes as diagonal
as possible. HRP uses this fact in a recursive manner to create an approximate minimum variance portfolio. For a detailed description of HRP and
its implementation, see Lopez de Prado (2016).
Just as in the Mean-Variance case, the HRP method will be complemented
by utility optimization. First, the assets are split into two groups based
on some volatility threshold. Then, the optimal within group weights are
found using the HRP algorithm. Finally, a suitable risk level is determined
by finding the group weights that maximize the utility over a simulated
data set.

RESULTS
The “Portfolio Construction”-series is concluded by applying our findings
to an asset universe of higher dimensions. Using historical data between
1999 and 2019, a number of Predictive out-of-sample- and Static out-ofsample tests were conducted to measure the performance of the MeanVariance, Hierarchical Risk Parity, Average Bayesian- and Max-Min Bayesian
optimization methods. In this section the results are presented and commented on.
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Figure 1: Distribution of Predictive out-of-sample utilities for optimal portfolios calibrated to a simulation model representing the period 1999 - 2009 and evaluated on a
simulation model representing the period 2009 - 2019.

Figure 2: Distribution of Predictive out-of-sample utilities for optimal portfolios calibrated to a simulation model representing the period 2009 - 2019 and evaluated on a
simulation model representing the period 1999 - 2009.

Figure 1 displays the Predictive out-of-sample utilities for optimal portfolios calibrated to a simulation model representing the first half o the data
set, 1999 - 2009, and evaluated on a simulation model representing the
second half of the data set, 2009 - 2019, while Figure 2 shows the corresponding utilities when the calibration and evaluation sets were switched.
The plots show that Mean-variance and the Bayesian utility based methods
perform in a strikingly similar manner, with no significant differences. The
HRP method, however, showed considerable differences in performance
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when the calibration periods of the Predictive out-of-sample evaluation
were switched. This is an effect of the inverse volatility optimization used
in HRP; since assets are given weights in inverse proportion to their volatility, low-risk assets will be favoured in the optimal portfolio making it difficult to create a portfolio with an arbitrary risk level. This is obviously a
good strategy during the volatile first half of the time period, but too risk
averse in the more tranquil second half, leading to the above results.

Figure 3: Total returns representing real world actual out-of-sample performances for
the different optimization strategies. The total return series is a combination of the outof-sample performance when calibrating the optimal portfolios to the second half of the
data and evaluating the performance on the first half, and vice versa.

BACKTESTING
This far, all performance analysis has been conducted on simulated data.
This means that the study can be subject to criticism regarding choice
of model, calibration method and so forth. For this reason, an additional
performance analysis on real fund data has been conducted.
Figure 3 displays the actual real world out-of-sample performance of the
evaluated optimization strategies. Once again, the HRP method differs considerably from the remaining methods, as it appears to completely change
behaviour when the calibration periods are interchanged. As mentioned
above, this is an effect of the inverse volatility weighting, which is obviously enhanced when the model is calibrated to the volatile first half of
the time period. Another matter affecting the HRP results is the volatility
threshold used to split the assets into two parts, deciding the risk level of
HRP. It should be noted that the HRP results could have been different if
another method had been used to decide the risk level 1 .
1

How such a method should be constructed is not obvious. Deciding a suitable variance is
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It is notable that the risk level varies with different strategies. Although
the simulation analysis suggested that Mean-Variance and the Bayesian
utility-based optimization methods were identical with respect to the outof-sample expected utility, it seems like the resulting portfolios exhibit different risk levels. That the optimal portfolio weights are sensitive to model
parameter changes implies that the optimal risk-taking behaviour of the
portfolio is also very sensitive to small changes in the model behaviour.
Taking it a step further this implies that an individual with rational preferences can actually be satisfied with a large spectrum of risk-levels.
Setting HRP aside, another interesting thought from by looking at Figure 3
is that the relative risk of the remaining strategies seems to be the same
for both of the periods. This would imply that based on the choice of optimization method it is possible to decide in what spectrum of the optimal
risk level set the resulting portfolio would end up. Choosing the Max-min
Bayesian optimization method would result in a portfolio with lower risk
than if using Mean-variance optimization. However, the optimality of both
methods would be the same; leaving us with the question: would you rather
be on the lower or the upper end of the risk spectrum of optimal portfolios?
Table 1 describes common statistics used to compare portfolio performances.
The statistics confirms what can be seen in Figure 3, and there is no unanimous winner among the strategies.

Strategy
Equal weight
HRP
Mean-Variance
Avg Bayesian
Max-min Bayesian

Sharpe Ratio (%)
P1
P2
P
3.3
27.1
13.2
2.8
26.9
10.1
4.2
29.7
13.3
3.0
30.0
12.9
-1.2
31.8
10.6

Max Drawdown (%)
P1
P2
P
45.1
17.6
45.1
46.4
5.9
46.4
59.4
17.9
59.4
55.9
15.8
55.9
53.9
12.2
53.9

Table 1: Sharpe ratio and maximum drawdown for all strategies calibrated on the second
half and evaluated on the first half (P1), calibrated on the first half and evaluated on
the second half (P2), and both predictive out-of-sample evaluations joint over the entire
period (P).

DISCUSSION
The “Portfolio Construction”-series evaluated a number of promising optimization methods, and could serve as groundwork for further portfolio construction analysis. The effects of using different time periods for the model
of course one answer, but the problem of choosing such a variance level for an arbitrary
investment situation remains and is far from trivial.
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calibrations were also studied, both on simulated and real data. The study
concluded that it was hard to establish a strategy that provided a better
out-of-sample performance in general, although it was possible to approximately determine the level of risk of the optimal portfolio. In addition,
Bayesian sampling was found to improve the out-of-sample performance,
and further testing in this field could prove useful.
Lastly, it is important to make note of the limitations of this study; since it
was conducted on a limited amount of real world data and in a controlled
simulation environment, the findings should be taken as pointers rather
than general results.
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DISCLAIMER
Copyright 2021 Kidbrooke Advisory AB; All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part is prohibited except by prior written permission of Kidbrooke Advisory AB registered in Sweden. The information in this document is believed to be correct but cannot be guaranteed. All opinions and estimates
included in this document constitute our judgement as of the date included and are subject of change
without notice. Any opinions expressed do not constitute any form of advice (including legal, tax,
and or investment advice). This document is intended for information purposes only and is not intended as an offer or recommendation to buy or sell securities. Kidbrooke Advisory AB excludes all
liability howsoever arising (other than liability which may not otherwise be limited or excluded under
applicable law) to any party for any loss resulting from any action taken as a result of the information
provided in this document. The Kidbrooke Advisory AB, its clients and officers may have a position
or engage in transactions in any of the securities mentioned.
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